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The variable height that makes the difference

MAF beyond MAF 
from 1400 mm to 1850 mm
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The C4 project, proposes a range development to take MAF…
beyond MAF.

A unique patented system, to combine the synergies of 
independent suspensions, variable height and a new powerful 
transmission.
The core of the project is the integration of all the kinematic 
mechanisms in the wheel, which is an evolution of the 
ALLCROP project.

MAF C4 - Crop Care Compact Clearance 
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Particular attention to the development of the chassis, for an 
unobstructed flow of the vegetables inside. 
The MAF doesn’t have any course obstacles caused by the 
frame as often seen in competitors models.

An extremely small front section to move between 
the rows without damaging them.

MAF C4 COMPACT

BB

SEZIONE B-B

FREE VERTICAL LINE

335
WITH WHEELS 380/95R54
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MAF C4 CLEARANCE

Variable height from 1400 mm to 1850 mm, to protect crops 
with greater heights and allow for fast and safe road transport.

In a few seconds, the MAF can be positioned at 1850 mm or at 
1400 mm for low crops and uneven ground.

To complete the variable height, a designated parallelogram 
brings the bar from 500 mm up to 3400 mm.

1850 mm 1400 mm
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4 independent suspensions, housed inside the wheel act in 
synergy with the usual MAF frame.

For even greater bar stability and increased driving comfort 
both during work and on the road.

MAF C4 SUSPENSION

CC

SEZIONE C-C
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New HP MAF transmission integrated in the C4 project. Power 
transmitted 18% greater than the previous MAF transmission, 
and as an option, the TOP version with 28% greater power (*).

MAF C4 TRANSMISSION

Detailed information MAF brochure (*)

MAF HP 4240 - 4300 lt
MAF HP 5240 - 5300 lt
MAF HP 6240 - 6600 lt

AVAILABILITY MAF C4
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MAF C4

MAF C4  System 
Available on all capacity of MAF HP and 
MAF TOP 4240 (4300 lt) - MAF HP 5240 
(5300 lt) - MAF 6240

Suspension Independent suspension each wheel

Transmission

Powerfull transmission 4 swift :
• MAF C4 HP Working 0-25 km/h 
 -  transport  0-45 Km/h
• MAF C4 TO Working 0-25 km/h 
 - transport  0-50 or 0-60 km/h

Brakes Version HP  Nr 2 front brakes integrated 
Version TOP Nr 4 brakes integrated 

Clearance From 1400 mm to 1850 mm 
automatic adjustable from cabin 

Low impact system Front wheel impact 335 mm from 
center tires 

Track standard 2250 mm - 2950 mm  
Hydraulic adjustable on each wheel

Track option Automatic from cabin open 2950 mm - 
closed 2250 mm

Steering 4 steering wheels 

Steering Radius 4100/5900 inner/outer

Weight distribution 50/50% each axle, full water and open 
boom 

Wheels standard 320/90R54 MAF 4240 - 380/90R54 
MAF 5240-6240

Boom 24-28-32-36 mt with air assisted as 
option

Total Indicative weight Kg MAF 4240/5240/6240 C4 13600 Kg

Other information and data included into MAF HP catalogue
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